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Message from the President
During the year 2013, there were many significant changes in ICT industry including the end of concession of 

True Move and DPC, the NBTC Notification in Consumer Protection Measure on the End of Mobile Concession, and 
Digital TV auction. CAT is well aware of such changes especially the end-of-concession issue would significantly affect 
CAT’s financial status. To compensate the disappearing concession revenue, CAT has emphasized on the infrastructure 
expansion and implementation of new services, e.g., Asia Pacific Gateway (APG) Submarine Cable Construction project 
with 54.8 Tbps linking international network among Asia Pacific countries, 3G HSPA Mobile Network Implementation 
project with over 13,000 base stations nationwide to support wholesale 3G capacity to the Mobile Virtual Network 
Operator (MVNO) and to small operators, Internet Data Center expansion, Next Generation Network investment, Cloud 
service implementation, and e-security consultations, etc. Part of the aforementioned development has been 
completed whose services were offered to customers in 2013, while some are long-term projects with continuous 
investment and implementation and therefore, may not clearly reflect revenue impact in 2013 but will be a significant 
basis for sustainable growth in the future. 

In addition to the commercialized network implementation, CAT has also been implementing national ICT 
infrastructure to support the government policy where there was an emphasis on non-discriminatory of high-speed 
Internet access for the national public. Consequently, CAT has pushed forward such policy by implementing the Free 
Wi-Fi project, and 3G Mobile Base Station expansion. Such infrastructure implementation will aid the communities to 
easily and promptly access information while instigating economic and social benefit, which is a crucial basis for 
community and national development. CAT as one of the agencies under the Ministry of Information and 
Communication Technology also put an emphasis on those tasks similar to those of CAT’s commercialized activities.      

In the work process and internal management point of view in 2013, CAT has emphasized on customer service 
and financial status and consequently designed organization structure to prescribe top executives as heads of each 
product’s customer service together with clear sale targets with close monitoring, as well as focusing on customer 
service through teamwork by joint meeting among Marketing, Product, Network, and Customer Service departments. 
This is to ensure quality of service and after-sale service to meet with customer demand. Regardless, CAT has performed 
such transformation along with cost control to ensure low production cost and remain competitive in the market.    

Development of service capability and internal process transformation in 2013 was continued from 2012 and 
resulting in a revenue increase of THB 11,160 million from 2012 in CAT’s own operation (exclude concession). Such 
growth has shown business potential of the organization and adaptability of its staff to remain in the highly competitive 
telecommunications industry. It is confident that CAT will be able to step onto being one the national state enterprise 
forefronts with continuous remittance of annual dividend in the future, and continue to be the government ICT resource 

for sustainable national development in economics, society, and stability. 
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